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Background: The prognostic value of coronary flow reserve (CFR) has been extensively demonstrated in patients with coronary disease. Whilst 
fractional flow reserve (FFR) is superior to angiography to guide revascularisation, in 30% of patients FFR disagrees with CFR. We evaluated whether 
the baseline instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) could provide an improved pressure-only estimation of CFR.
methods: Pressure and flow velocity were measured in 216 stenoses. The diagnostic agreement between pressure-only indices (iFR and FFR) and 
coronary flow velocity reserve (CFVR) was evaluated.
results: Across the whole spectrum of stenosis severities baseline iFR was superior to baseline Pd/Pa and hyperaemic FFR as a pressure-only 
estimation of underlying CFVR (iFR ROC 0.82 vs Pd/Pa ROC 0.77 vs FFR ROC 0.72, p<0.05 for both, for a CFVR of 2). This improved agreement 
between iFR and CFVR held true for different CFVR cut-offs and was particularly marked within the 0.6 - 0.9 FFR stenoses range (Table 1). The 
agreement between iFR with CFVR was significantly lower when iFR was calculated during hyperaemia (iFRa) (iFR ROC 0.82 vs iFRa ROC 0.74, 
p<0.001), suggesting that hyperaemia is a confounder between pressure-only indices and the underlying CFVR.
conclusion: When compared to FFR, iFR provides a better pressure-only estimation of underlying CFR, particularly within the intermediate 0.6 - 0.9 
FFR range. This suggests iFR could be used as a functional index of stenosis severity, independently from its agreement with FFR.
 
